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How Are Artists Experimenting with Digital 
Tokens? 
 

                              

The art industry is no stranger to disruption, but digital tokens have changed the game. Artists increasingly 

turn to digital tokens to capture and protect their creative works. In fact, the power of music validation 

through blockchain has revolutionized the music industry. From digital artwork and music to collectibles 

and merchandise, here are some ways artists experiment with digital tokens. 

• Smart contracts and blockchain technology  
• Digital tokens as payment  
• Royalty payments and transparency  

Smart Contracts and Blockchain Technology  

Digital tokens are commonly used as a platform for smart contracts in the music industry. Smart contracts 

use blockchain technology, a decentralized ledger system, to store information about agreements between 

two parties. This information is stored without putting that data at risk of being tampered with or lost, as 

it’s stored on multiple computers instead of just one central server. 

This makes smart contracts incredibly secure and reliable, which is why many blockchain-based music 

streaming companies have started utilizing them in their day-to-day operations. Even independent artists 

have begun experimenting with them as well. Musicians can use smart contracts to protect their  
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intellectual property rights and compensate them properly when their work is used by other media outlets 

such as radio stations or TV networks.   

Digital Tokens as Payment  

One way digital tokens are used in the music industry is to allow fans to compensate their favorite artists 

directly. For example, some platforms allow fans to pay with digital currency to receive early access to 

unreleased music or special merchandise. This allows both the artists and fans to benefit from a secure 

transaction without any middleman fees or charges.  

The benefit of using a digital token over traditional payments is that it eliminates any third-party 

transaction fees. This means more money goes into the artist’s pocket than if they were using a service like 

PayPal or Stripe. Additionally, fans appreciate showing their support by directly paying an artist rather 

than going through a third party. 

Royalty Payments and Transparency  

Besides music validation through blockchain, musicians use cryptocurrency and blockchain technology for 

several aspects of their craft. Digital tokens make it easier for musicians to receive royalty payments from 

streaming services like Spotify or Apple Music. Since these services usually take a hefty cut out of each 

song sale before passing along royalties to artists, it can be difficult for musicians to track their monthly 

payments. 

It is more challenging to track if those payments come from different countries with different currencies 

involved in every transaction. With blockchain technology, however, all transactions become transparent, 

so musicians can easily track how much money they’re owed and ensure they get paid fairly for their hard 

work. 

As a musician, you must recognize the power of music validation through blockchain technology. It would 

help if you also protect your work with blockchain opportunities. We are an organization that can help you 

save your work with the power of blockchain technology. Visit our website for more information about 

our services. 

Disclaimer: 

Statements in this article, including any statements relating to the company’s future plans and objectives or 

expected results, may include forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are based on 

numerous assumptions and are subject to all of the risks and uncertainties inherent 

in technology development and commercialization. As a result, actual results may vary materially from 

those described in the forward-looking statements. 

 
Original source: https://www.atoallinks.com/2023/how-are-artists-experimenting-with-digital-tokens/ 
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